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Rexel Wire &  
Cable Centre
The RWC works with Rexel 
Utility as part of our long-term 
vision to create sustainable, 
economic, environmental, and 
human value.

At Rexel Utility, we understand the importance of dependable, 
high-quality wire and cable solutions for your business.

That’s why we’ve partnered with the RWC to offer a comprehensive range of wire and cable solutions for the Canadian 

medium and high voltage market, including reliable products and services that are designed to meet the needs of this 

specialized sector.

Whether you’re looking for primary or secondary cables, Rexel Utility understands each utility’s specifications and can help 

recommend cables for your project’s needs. Contact us today to see how we can help you manage supply chain risk, control 

costs, and maintain project completion schedule with our reliable wire and cable solutions.

rexelutility.caUtilitySalesCanada@rexel.ca 



Rexel Wire & Cable Centre

rexelutility.caUtilitySalesCanada@rexel.ca 

Rexel Utility can help you find the right Cable and Wire 
products for your needs.

rexelutility.ca/our-services/rexel-wire-cable-centre/

Nexans
Nexans brings energy to life 

through an extensive range of 

transmission and distribution cables 

and cabling solutions that deliver 

eased performance for our utility 

customers.

Wire & Cable Recycling Program
Rexel Utility is proud to partner with Nexans for the RWC cable recycling program. The Wire and Cable Recycling Program 

is part of our Environmental, Social, Governance (ESG) framework, and is another step in doing our part to reduce our 

industry’s footprint and protect the environment. The RWC’s recycling program also provides cost recovery benefits for 

Rexel Utility customers. The RWC processes the cable into raw copper directly to the Nexans rod mill in Montreal, allowing us 

to recover the highest value. As a result, Rexel Utility’s recovery value is significantly greater than what a local scrap yard can 

offer our customers. Contact your Rexel Utility representative for more information on how to participate.

Southwire
A leader in technology and 

innovation, Southwire is one of North 

America’s largest wire and cable 

producers and an emerging influence 

in many important electrical markets. 

Prysmian
Our cable solutions are the backbone 

of next-generation grids, making 

connections that were previously 

impossible. Prysmian cable solutions 

form an integral part of power grids 

worldwide. 


